Hydrocephalus: III. Reconstitution of the cerebral cortical mantle following ventricular shunting.
Adult cats with hydrocephalus were sacrificed at varying times following valveless ventricular shunting. This shunting resulted in a prompt reduction of ventricular size and rapid gross reconstitution of cortical mantle. Ultrastructurally it was evident that white matter edema persisted for many weeks, even in the presence of normal size ventricles. The areas most severely affected by the hydrocephalus such as the corpus callosum showed a paucity of myelinated fibers and their replacement by numerous reactive astrocytes. Reconstitution of the cortical mantle consists predominantly of a diminution of white matter edema and reactive astrocytosis. Clinical improvement undoubtly results from the functional improvement of remaining elements rather than from the replacement of lost elements. This scheme of hydrocephalus suggests that if hydrocephalus is relieved when only ependymal disruption and periventricular water accumulation have occurred, it may be reversible. The subsequent sequence of events consisting of axonal degeneration, myelin disruption and reactive astrocytosis may be less, if at all reversible.